FEEDBACK ON BANGALORE SEMINAR BY PARTICIPATING DR. SARIKA NANIVADEKAR
Seminar Venue : Malleshwaram Club, Bangalore. 10 to 12 July 2015

Dear Dr Kaushik,
I am Dr Sarika here from Bangalore. I just wanted to give my feedback regarding your seminar and
teachings with live case experiences in Dr. Deepk's clinic.
I am practicing this sensation method since last 10 years and in between was getting introduced a little to
the Dr Mahesh Gandhi's module of ego evolution through insight alliance forum, as i was an
active member in conversation with other forum members, but could not grasp it much.
But when you started introducing the ego evolution process, developmental stages, I could really flow
with it, absorb it and was very satisfied the first day itself. Actually we are totally new to this concept and I
feel, this concept is an advanced approach of sensation method or like a post graduation in the sensation
method, but very useful to give us a certain vision during case taking and prescribing...an artful vision
which teaches us to see beyond...
The concept explanation in seminar went on very well, in a flow, the concept sometimes looks too
philosophical, you made it easy with our day to day life examples. We could perceive that you were so
imbibed, engrossed so much with the concept that it was just flowing through your speech, and which was
easy to grasp us even better than the power points of that subclass or developmental stage. Your hard
work, sincerity, lot of patience, lot of experience in practice and mastery over that topic was quite evident.
One more thing which I felt comfortable with is: Your caring nature towards audience/learners and having
a sensitive ear for them...this is how I have perceived... you were quite concerned if anybody is having
any question or any suggestion and don't want them leave unsatisfied with their queries, trying to satisfy
them in each way possible. ..I have attended many seminars but this quality is very rare to find in the
speakers. I feel, this establishes a good bond between audience and speaker and a feeling that we are
being heard, be of a concern and gives an openness to communicate d queries...
I could not attend all the days in Dr Deepak's clinic, as staying very far and difficult to balance everything
from my own clinic and family front, but whatever I could attend the live cases, could give me lot
of insights. I attended with you Rosa case, will be the one of the case in my memory... many things to
learn. The other cases, watched from other room, were quite difficult to concentrate for me but, when
you used to start talking about the whole journey in the case, things were quite convincing. e.g lac
equinum, at one point of time I thought of lac can, when she said, husband is the master of he house
and if I don't behave according to his wishes, he will stop my shelter and nutrition, but was not knowing
much about lac equinum, its theme.

In Ignatia case, father of dr Uma, I liked and appreciated your vision BEYOND which the case was needing,
as just taking the data mathematically could have caused lot of confusion.
Dendropsis case was good, but due to lack of time couldn't ask you to which subclass and developmental
stage reptile can be related in the chart and out of all reptiles what made to select dendropis only, I
believe it is from elapidae family, so if you can answer sometime for this...
Thats why so many times I insisted to record your explanation for the case, when we sit in circle to discuss
the case, as it is compact with many more things and will help us in future.
I dont know what happened the last day on thursday and really I have missed much more whatever I
couldnt attend. I and our whole group of Dr Deepak are grateful, very thankful to give us a live case taking
experience.
So Dr Kaushik, I have narrated whatever I have perceived, as I felt like,.. and I always like to give
compliments to anybody for the facts. For me, there is no exaggeration in the above write up but just
the frank facts which I have perceived, I dont know how you will take it as... these are my sincere
feedback.
You have asked me to write also the things which you need to improve upon, but its like...when we are so
fortunate to get all this knowledge, coming all the d way from Mumbai, so its hardly anything to
complain of, I dont count for it.... but if you insist, just one thing, initially, 1st day, when people were
asking questions, we felt, (we might be completely wrong), you were getting so much swayed away
with their questions that we will lag behind in time for the main topic, but afterwards, you gave them a
nice criteria to ask Questions only if they are related to that particular stage or SC which you are
teaching, that we were happy with.
Its a long narration by me, if taken your lot of time, sorry.
So, by then now, you would have already reached Mumbai and started your routine, but please do
remember the Bangalore group and we will await for your next session here... Please acknowledge, and
also let me know your experience with our group in Bangalore.

--Regards,
Dr. Sarika Nanivadekar
Consulting Homeopath - Bangalore

